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The guidance contained herein does not constitute a standard and shall be used in 

conjunction with existing WYDOT design standards and documentation. 

INTRODUCTION: This document is intended to aid the designer in selecting a workable solution 

for pedestrian access routes for all pedestrians including pedestrians with mobility, visual and 

any other types of impairments. The document contains multiple design options following the 

criteria stated in the Wyoming Department of Transportation Standard Plans as well as the 

Public Rights of Way Accessibility Guidance (PROWAG). This document will establish specific 

technical information (dimensions, slopes, etc.) required by law as well as allowing some 

flexibility for retrofitting pedestrian access routes to existing facilities. 

AUTHORITY FOR ASSURING COMPLIANCE WITH ADA DESIGN STANDARDS: WYDOT's current 

Design Guides allow the concerned parties considerable flexibility in the selection of roadway 

design standards to be used on a particular project. Design exception requests are seldom 

required, but when they are, approval authority rests with WYDOT's Executive Staff and, when 

required, with the Federal Highway Administration. 

However, authority for the interpretation and enforcement of ADA design standards rests with 

the US Department of Justice, and ultimately with the US court system. Non-compliance with 

ADA design standards is considered to be a violation of the civil rights of disabled individuals. 

There is no design exception process to obtain approval for not complying with ADA design 

standards. If complying with ADA design standards is not practical, experts in the area of ADA 

design encourage designers to thoroughly document the reasons for non-compliance. 

Non-compliance can sometimes occur for other reasons. For example, a wheelchair ramp that 

has an as-constructed slope of 8.5 percent due to normal construction tolerances is non

compliant because this slope slightly exceeds the maximum lV:12H slope (8.3 percent) given in 

ADA design standards. 

Even if a non-compliant installation is documented, and is due to normal construction 

tolerances, etc., such installations could be the subject of a legal action initiated by the 

Department of Justice, by disabled users of the facility, etc. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGN OF ADA FACILITIES: In general, facilities used by 

pedestrians are designed in accordance with ADA requirements so that they are fully accessible 

to disabled individuals. 

In general, the primary purpose of WYDOT Reconstruction projects on urban streets is to 

completely replace the existing roadway surfacing and all adjacent facilities, such as curb & 

gutter, Sidewalks, driveways, etc. On WYDOT Reconstruction projects, all facilities used by 
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pedestrians must be designed in accordance with ADA requirements so that they are fully 

accessible to disabled individuals. 

In general, the primary purpose of most WYDOT Preservation projects on urban streets is to 

replace a badly deteriorated roadway surface by various methods. Such projects are referred to 

as alterations in ADA regulations, and ADA requirements for alteration projects are somewhat 

different than those for reconstruction projects. 

Several types of surfacing strategies considered to be alterations by ADA regulations are: 

A. New layer of surface material 

B. Reconstruction 

C. Concrete pavement rehabilitation (full slab replacement) and reconstruction 

D. Open-graded surface course 

E. Microsurfacing and thin lift overlays 

F. Cape seals (slurry seal or microsurfacing over a new chip seal) 

G. In-place asphalt recycling 

On WYDOT Preservation projects that fall into the ADA alteration category, facilities used by 

pedestrians in all corner areas at intersections must be designed in accordance with ADA 

requirements so that they are fully accessible to disabled individuals. Pedestrian facilities 

located between intersections do not have to be upgraded to meet ADA requirements on 

preservation projects. 

The primary purpose of some WYDOT Preservation projects on urban streets is to rehabilitate a 

roadway surface that is somewhat deteriorated by various methods. 

Some surface treatments that are not considered to be alterations by ADA regulations are: 

A. Painting pavement markings, excluding parking stall delineations 

B. Crack filling and sealing 

C. Surface sealing 

D. Chip seals 

E. Slurry seals 

F. Fog seals 

G. Scrub sealing 

H. Joint crack seals 

I. Joint repairs 

J. Dowel bar retrofits 

K. Spot-high friction treatments 

l. Diamond grinding 

M. Minor street patching (less than SO percent ofthe pedestrian street crossing area) 

N. Curb and gutter repair or patching outside the pedestrian street crOSSing 
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O. Minor street repair that does not include the turning space and curb ramps 

P. Filling pot holes 

Q. Installation of a traffic sign (as long as it does not violate the protruding objects 

requirement). 

R. Installation of a traffic or pedestrian signal (as long as it does not violate the access 

requirement). 

S. Installation of a bench, trash receptacle, etc. adjacent to the pedestrian access route as 

long as it is not placed in a manner that would reduce the sidewalk width below the 

minimum requirement. 

Reasons surfacing strategies considered to be alterations by ADA regulations however cannot 

be made 100 percent compliant due to "Technical Infeasibility" are: 

A. Right-of-way availability. Right-of-way acquisition in order to achieve full compliance is 

not mandatory, however, it should be considered. 

B. Underground structures that cannot be moved without significantly expanding the 

project scope. 

C. Adjacent developed facilities, including buildings that would have to be removed or 

relocated to achieve accessibility. 

D. Drainage cannot be maintained ifthe feature is made accessible. 

E. Notable natural or historic features that would have to be altered in a way that lessens 

their aesthetic or historic value. 

F. Underlying terrain that would require a significant expansion of the project scope to 

achieve accessibility. 

G. Street grades within the crosswalk exceed the pedestrian access route maximum cross 

slopes, provided an engineering analysis has concluded that it cannot be done without 

significantly expanding the project scope. 

On WYDOT Preservation projects that do not fall into the ADA alteration category, pedestrian 

facilities may not have to be upgraded to meet ADA requirements, at this time. 

In general, the purpose of a WYDOT Rehabilitation project on urban streets is to retain portions 

of the existing roadway while making major upgrades; e.g., by widening and overlaying to add 

additional lanes to an existing street. 

Consequently, the concerned parties should give careful consideration to deciding how ADA 

facilities will be upgraded on such projects to be consistent with the nature of the adjacent 

roadway work. On a widen and overlay project, for example, the adjacent pedestrian facilities 

will probably be reconstructed and should be designed in accordance with ADA requirements 

so that they are fully accessible to disabled individuals. 
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All concerned parties involved in the decision making process (from District, from Highway 

Development, etc.) are professionally responsible for the types and locations of ADA upgrades 

that are incorporated into a particular WYDOT Rehabilitation project. 

Specific ADA requirements (e.g., minimum width, maximum cross slope, maximum longitudinal 

slope, etc. for wheelchair ramps) and the manner in which they are applied on different types 

of projects are given later in this document. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR INSTALLATION OF WHEELCHAIR RAMPS: In general, it is 

desirable to construct directional wheelchair ramps at every corner of every intersection on an 

urban street to accommodate the movements of disabled individuals who wish to cross the 

street or the side street, in accordance with the following provision given in the 2011 edition of 

Proposed Accessibility Guidelines for Pedestrian Facilities in the Public Right-of-Way by the 

United States Access Board: 

"Curb ramps, blended transitions, or a combination of curb ramps and blended 

transitions must connect the pedestrian access routes at each pedestrian street crossing. 

Typically, two curb ramps must be provided at each street corner. 

All pedestrian street crossings must be accessible to pedestrians with disabilities. If 

pedestrian crossing is prohibited at certain locations, 'No Pedestrian Crossing' signs 

should be provided along with detectable features such as grass strips, landscaping, 

planters, chains, fencing, railings or other barriers." 

The concerned parties should give careful consideration to selecting the locations at which 

wheelchair ramps will be installed on particular projects. 

For example, it may be appropriate to install wheelchair ramps on every corner of every 

intersection on a low speed, low volume, two-lane urban street located in a residential area, to 

allow disabled individuals to cross the street or the side street as desired. 

However, due to the pedestrian safety considerations, it may be appropriate to install 

wheelchair ramps that allow disabled individuals to cross a high speed, high volume, urban 

street located in a commercial area only at signalized intersections. In this case, it may also be 

appropriate to install signs prohibiting all pedestrians from crossing the street where 

wheelchair ramps are not provided. 

All concerned parties (from District, from Highway Development, etc.) are professionally 

responsible for the selection of locations where wheelchair ramps are or are not installed, 

where signs prohibiting pedestrians from crossing the street and associated detectable features 

are or are not installed, etc. ADA does not require installations of ramps or curb ramps in the 

absence of a pedestrian access route. 
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SURVEYS FOR DESIGN OF ADA FACILITIES: Numerous geometric constraints must be 

considered and numerous design standards must be met in the design and construction of any 

ADA facility. 

Therefore, the design of ADA facilities often requires a detailed preliminary survey and an 

intensive design effort, even though the construction cost of these facilities is often a small 

proportion of the total cost; for example, of a WYDOT Preservation project in an urban area. 

The concerned parties should give careful consideration to selecting the type of preliminary 

survey and to determining the responsibilities of different WYDOT programs in the design of 

ADA-compliant facilities on a particular project. This decision is especially important for WYDOT 

Preservation projects (ADA alteration projects) with many geometric constraints; i.e., where the 

encroachment of new ADA facilities on adjacent property should be avoided if practical, where 

the new ADA facilities must be tied into existing sidewalks, building entrances, curb & gutter 

flowlines, etc. 

The decision to use a minimal survey (e.g. aerial photos with an approximate scale, little or no 

control, etc.) for the development of contract plans and summaries places professional 

responsibility for laying out and constructing ADA-compliant facilities mainly on the Resident 

Engineer. On such projects, the preliminary ADA layouts, quantities of pay items, etc. given in 

the contract plans may have to be modified significantly during construction to obtain a facility 

that ties into adjacent facilities properly and is in accordance with all applicable ADA design 

standards. 

The decision to use an intermediate survey (e.g., field DTM with control survey) for the 

development of contract plans and summaries places professional responsibility for laying out 

ADA-compliant facilities on the Project Development Squad Leader and on the Resident 

Engineer. On such projects, it is advisable to check the preliminary layouts developed by 

Project Development in the field, to obtain additional field survey data, to modify the layouts, 

etc., if necessary, before the job is let to contract. On such projects the ADA layouts, quantities 

of pay items, etc. given in the contract plans, the tie-ins to adjacent facilities, etc. should not 

require major modifications during construction. 

The decision to use a high level survey (e.g., mapping developed from Lidar scans in areas 

where ADA facilities will be constructed, with a control survey) for the development of contract 

plans and summaries places professional responsibility for laying out ADA-compliant facilities 

primarily on the Project Development Squad Leader. On such projects, additional survey 

information can be obtained from the Lidar scan and can be added to the mapping, ADA layouts 

can be modified, etc. if necessary. On such projects the ADA layouts, quantities of pay items, 
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etc. given in the contract plans, the tie-ins to adjacent facilities, etc. should require only minor 

modifications during construction. 

Careful consideration should be also given to determining whether or not a land survey will be 

required for the design of the ADA facilities on a particular project. ADA facilities are often 

located close to existing right-of-way boundaries, and a land survey of these boundaries may be 

necessary to assure the locations of the facilities determined during design do not encroach on 

adjacent property. 

If the concerned parties determine that it is appropriate for the ADA facilities on particular 

project to encroach on adjacent property, a land survey must be done to develop the property 

descriptions necessary to acquire additional right-of-way. 

1.} GENERAL REQUIREMENTS: 

General requirements apply to all new and disturbed pedestrian access routes. The 

designer should refer to the WYDOT Standard Plans for other requirements governing 

accessibility. 

A.) SURFACING: All surfaces should be smooth, firm and slip resistant. Concrete or 

asphalt pavement are the preferred surface treatments for pedestrian access routes. 

Bricks and pavers should not be used as surface treatment for walking areas due to: 

a.) High installation and maintenance costs 

b.) Buckling in areas encountering freeze-thaw cycles 

c.) Uneven surfaces that create tripping hazards for pedestrians, especially senior 

citizens and pedestrians using assistive equipment 

d.) Rougher surfaces that may cause jarring for wheelchair users with spinal injuries 

e.) Greater difficulty in detecting truncated domes for pedestrians with visual 

impairments 

Preference is to provide smooth, slightly textured for slip resistant concrete in the 

pedestrian zone and pavers or stamped concrete in the furniture zone, as shown in 

Figure 2. 
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B.) LEVEL INCONSISTENCIES: Causes of level inconsistencies may be due to freeze-thaw 

cycles, tree roots, expansion joints, manholes, valve covers, etc. Abrupt changes in 

level to any degree are strongly discouraged. However, up to ~ inch is allowed; 

between ~ inch to ~ inch should be beveled with a 1 V:2H (SO percent) bevel. The 

bevel should continue for the entire width of the vertical surface discontinuity. 

Changes in level due to freeze-thaw cycles, tree roots, poor construction, etc. 

greater than ~ inch should be patched smooth or restored to the previous grade, up 

to a maximum of 8.3 percent. Level inconsistencies are allowed for the occasional 

expansion joints and objects such as utility covers, vault frames and grates that 

cannot be located in another area ofthe sidewalk corridor outside ofthe pedestrian 

access route. However, to the maximum extent feasible, objects such as utility 

covers, vault frames and gratings should not be located on curb ramp runs, blended 

transitions, turning spaces, or gutter areas within the pedestrian access route. 

• • 
~ 
'"" 
• • 

I 

!: 
'"" 

FIGURE 1: Level Inconsistencies 
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c.) SIDEWALK CORRIDOR: The sidewalk corridor or what is generally referred to as 

"sidewalk" is the area from the edge of the roadway to the edge of the public right 

of way which is established for public use. The sidewalk corridor can generally be 

divided into four parts; which are listed below and shown in Figure 2. 

a.) Curb Zone 

b.) Furniture Zone 

c.) Pedestrian Zone 

d.) Frontage Zone 

o 
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d 
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t furniture zone 
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Figure Z: Sidewalk Zones 

Curb Zone: The curb zone physically separates vehicles from pedestrians by a 

vertical constraint. The curb zone also facilitates drainage by directing water away 

from pedestrians and into storm sewer inlets. The curb also acts as a cue for visually 

impaired pedestrians. 

Furniture Zone: The furniture zone is the area between the curb zone and the 

pedestrian zone. This area is a mUltipurpose area and uses vary from benches, utility 

poles, landscaping, fire hydrants, traffic signs, snow storage and numerous other 

items. In residential areas, the furniture zone usually consists of a simple strip of 

lawn sometimes containing trees and landscaping. In commercial areas, the 
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furniture zone takes on a greater significance by acting as an area for sidewalk 

furniture and numerous other objects that would impede pedestrian travel. 

Furniture and any other objects in the furniture zone should not be placed closer 

than two feet behind the curb to allow car doors to open and pedestrians to access 

the area. 

The furniture zone should be clear at intersections in order to maintain sight lines 

for both pedestrians and motorists. The furniture zone should slope away from the 

sidewalk toward the street. A slope of approximately 4 percent is recommended. 

Greater slopes are permitted and often necessary to account for grade differences 

between the sidewalk and the curb. 

Pedestrian Zone (sidewalk): This is the zone designated solely for pedestrian travel. 

Although maybe not as aesthetically pleaSing, straight walking areas are preferred 

over weaving and meandering walking areas as they are more convenient for 

pedestrians and easier to navigate by the visually impaired. The pedestrian zone is 

primarily the zone this document will address. This zone should be kept clear of all 

obstacles and obstructions. Consideration may be given to a wider than standard 

(five feet) pedestrian zone in areas with higher levels of pedestrian traffic, such as 

commercial areas. 

Frontage Zone: The frontage zone is the area between the pedestrian zone 

(sidewalk) and the public right of way. In commercial areas and business districts, 

the frontage zone allows pedestrians room to avoid business fronts and doorways 

that swing out into the zone. In residential areas the frontage zone is usually an area 

that allows municipalities room enough to maintain (maneuvering space) sidewalk 

without seeking permission from each adjacent property owner. This distance is 

usually around one foot wide in residential areas and somewhat more in commercial 

areas. This zone may be considered a blending area to account for grade differences 

between the pedestrian zone (sidewalk) and the right-of-way. 

D.) PEDESTRIAN ACCESS ROUTE (PAR): The Pedestrian Access Route is a continuous and 

unobstructed walkway within a pedestrian circulation path that is specifically 

designed for ADA-accessible pedestrian travel. Not to be confused with sidewalk 

corridor. The Pedestrian Access Route consists of Sidewalks, pedestrian circulation 

paths, curb ramps (excluding flares), pedestrian street crOSSings, pedestrian rail 

crossings, overpasses, underpasses and doors and doorways. The Pedestrian Access 

Route is comparable to the Sidewalk Zone of the Sidewalk Corridor. 
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E.) HORIZONTAL OPENINGS (Grates): Horizontal openings in grates shall not allow the 

passage of a }S inch or larger sphere. Elongated openings shall be oriented so that 

the long dimension is perpendicular to the dominant direction of travel, as shown in 

Figure 3. The use of grates within the pedestrian access route is discouraged; 

however, where necessary, the grate should be located outside of curb ramps, 

gutter area at end of ramps, turning spaces or landings. 

NOTE: Presently none of the inlet grates shown in the WYDOT Standard Plans meet 

the requirements for use within a pedestrian access route; therefore none are 

allowed in the pedestrian zone. 

LONG DIMENSION 
PERPENDICULAR TO 
DOMINANT DIRECTION 
OFTRAVEL.~ 

DOMINANT DIRECTION OF TRAVEL 

J L1/21NCH 

Figure 3: Horizontal Openings 
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F.) PROTRUDING OBJECTS: Objects that are protruding between the heights of 27 

inches and 80 inches within the pedestrian zone cannot extend more than 4 inches 

from the fixed structures into the sidewalk, as shown in Figure 4. 

Objects mounted below 27 inches or above 80 inches within the pedestrian zone 

may extend no more than 12 inches from the fixed structure into the sidewalk. 

Designers should be aware of these criteria when placing such items as drinking 

fountains, benches, trash receptacles, fire hydrants, bike racks, etc. near the 

sidewalk. 

It is preferred that utilities be located behind the sidewalk. If space behind the 

sidewalk is not available, utilities may be located within the green space or furniture 

zone between the face of the curb and sidewalk. The designer should keep in mind 

the AASHTO Green Book recommends a minimum 18 inches from curb face to utility 

poles. If utility poles must be located in the sidewalk, they should be placed 

consistently either right or left of center to provide somewhat of a corridor. 

Many times a designer is faced with finding locations for utility poles, signal cabinets, 

mailboxes, etc. outside of the pedestrian space. In some instances, additional right

of-way may be required. 

OBJECTS PROTRUDING 
INTO THE PEDESTRIAN 
CIRCULATION PATH. 

Z~ 
WO 
WeD 

~"! 
w Z 
ali:: 

N 

Figure 4: Protruding Objects 
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---------------

2.) STANDARD SIDEWALKS: 

WYDOT's goal for sidewalk construction is to make continuous connections to existing 

sidewalks, schools, public buildings, bus stops and other pedestrian destinations. 

Sidewalks will be designed to meet all federal requirements and to facilitate all 

pedestrians, including those with disabilities. 

With consideration given to PROWAG guidelines, WYDOT requires the following: 

A.) The minimum width for standard sidewalk is S feet - not including the top of curb 

dimension. Four feet wide sidewalk may be used in extreme cases; however, these 

widths must be accompanied by passing zones. 

B.) Where the width of the sidewalk is less than 5 feet, passing zones are required at a 

maximum 200 feet interval. The passing zones must be a minimum of 5 feet by 5 

feet as shown in Figure 5. The sidewalk may be considered part ofthe passing zone 

requiring a widening up to 5 feet. Use of driveways and sidewalks from residence to 

streets as passing zones is acceptable as long as cross-slope requirements and 

widths are met. 

60 in. MIN. 

Figure 5: Passing Zone 

C.) Sidewalk cross-slope should not exceed a maximum of 2 percent sloping towards the 

roadway, including crossings of driveways. The designer should consider designing 

with a cross-slope of 1.5 percent, as this will allow for construction tolerances. 

D.) Sidewalk running slope (grade) where sidewalk is adjacent to existing and 

reconstructed roadways can be equal to but no steeper than the grade of the 
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adjacent roadway. If the sidewalk is located within the roadway right-of-way it is 

considered "adjacent", within reason. 

E.) When sidewalk is separated from the roadway, the maximum grade without 

landings (rest stops) will be 5 percent. A sidewalk can have a grade between 5 

percent and 8.3 percent if level landings are provided every 2.5 feet of vertical 

change. Level landing areas cannot exceed a 2 percent positive slope in all directions 

oftravel. 

F.) Where sidewalk is placed on a bridge or a large culvert, the minimum clear width for 

travel shall be 60 inches. 

G.) The Pedestrian Zone must be constructed of a smooth uniform material for the 

entire width. 

3.) RAMPS: 

Most curb ramps consist of six primary components: approaches, landings/turning 

space, ramps, gutters, flares, and a detectable warning device, as shown in Figure 6. 

There shall be a flush transition with NO lip between each ofthese six primary 

components. 

The six main components of standard curb ramp design. 

DETECTABLE 
WARNING DEVICE 

DETECTABLE WARNING DEVICE 

'--_-! APPROACH 

Figure 6: Standard Perpendicular Curb Ramp Components 
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-------

A.) APPROACH: This is the area of interface between the curb ramp and the sidewalk. 

The approach is built using the same design criteria as the standard sidewalk (same 

width, cross-slope and grade). The approach is an area of transition between an 

existing sidewalk and a new landing/turning space. The approach grade may be 

increased to a maximum grade of 8.3 percent if the landing level is below the 

elevation of the adjoining sidewalk. 

B.) LANDINGS: Sometimes referred to as "Turning Space". Landings provide a level area 

with a cross-slope of 2 percent or less in any direction, although positive drainage to 

the street is advised. The landing is an area intended for the wheelchair user to wait, 

to move into or out of the ramp or to bypass the ramp. Landings should be 5 feet by 

5 feet, however, if existing, 4 feet by 4 feet can be left in place. Landings for multiple 

ramps may overlap. 

c.) RAMP: Ramps provide the sloped area between the landing and the gutter. 

Maximum grade for ramps is 8.3 percent (1 V:12H). Standard ramp width is 5 feet, 

however 4 feet if existing, may be left in place if conditions prohibit a wider ramp. 

Ramps should be oriented perpendicular to the curb if possible, including radius. The 

transition between the ramp and gutter must be smooth with no lip. Ramps should 

be located to minimize pedestrian exposure to traffic. 

D.) GUTTERS: To provide roadway drainage, gutters require a counter slope at the point 

where the ramp meets the street. The counter slope should not exceed 5 percent. 

Two percent is the normal cross-slope for a city street to prevent water 

accumulation and problems associated with freezing. The algebraic difference in 

slope between the gutter and the adjacent ramp shall not exceed 13 percent. The 

ramp shall meet the gutter flush, without a lip, raised joint or gap. 

E.) FLARES: Flares are not considered part of the pedestrian access route because they 

are generally steeper than the ramp and often feature significant cross-slopes with 

excessive rate of change of cross-slope. WYDOT recommends flare slopes not to 

exceed 10 percent (1 V:10H) with 8.3 percent (1 V:12H) preferable. The 10%/8.3% 

slope is measured where the flare is directly adjacent to the back of curb. If a curb 

ramp is located where a pedestrian might normally walk, flares are useful indicators 

to people with visual disabilities. Flares may be replaced with returned curbs ifthe 

curb ramp is protected from cross travel by landscaping, street furniture, fencing, 

railings or other barriers. 

F.) DETECTABLE WARNING DEVICES: A detectable warning device is a standard feature 

built into the sidewalk or ramp that alerts visually impaired individuals to the 

presence of a hazard in the line of travel. Place detectable warning devices across 

the entire width of ramp, beginning at the back of curb and extending 2 feet 

minimum up the ramp. If the ramp is skewed to the curb, place the detectable 

warning device perpendicular to the ramp with the leading corner of the detectable 

warning device adjacent to the back of curb, as shown in the following figure. To aid 
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the visually impaired, detectable warning devices should be a contrasting color to 

the sidewalk material. Orange, yellow or red are the most common colors. The 

sound and tactile feel of a cane on the device is what warns the blind of an 

impending cross-walk. The most common device is the "Truncated Dome". 

BEST PLACEMENT MINIMIZES 
OR ELIMINATES TRIANGLE 
CREA TEO BY TRUNCATED DOMES. 
IF TRIANGLES ARE UNAVOIDABLE 
A GRADE BREAK MAY BE REQUIRED. 

BOTH ENDS OF THE BonOM GRADE 
BREAK ARE LESS THAN 5.0' FROM 
BACK OF CURB 5.0' IS THE MAX. 
DISTANCE FOR THIS SITUATION. 

BonOM GRADE BREAK 

Figure 7: Detectable Warning Devices 

Truncated Dame Panels (Detectable Warning Devices) shauld be arranged ta minimize the 
triangle created at the base af the curb ramp on large radius corners. 
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ONE OR BOTH ENDS OF THE 
BOnOM GRADE BREAK ARE 
GREATER THAN S' FROM BACK 
OF CURB. 

Figure 7 (Cont.): Detectable Warning Devices 

G.} If detectable warning devices are placed too far from the curb line because of a large 

curb radius, the location may compromise effective crossing. The above examples 

demonstrate the maximum acceptable distance a detectable warning device can be 

placed and an option ifthe 5' maximum cannot be achieved. 

H.} Grade breaks should be considered at the bottom of the detectable warning device 

if the ramp is not perpendicular to the curb. Wheelchair users can be very unstable 

when traveling down a narrow ramp with a slope that is not perpendicular to the 

curb, because all four wheels are not touching the ground at all times. If the ramp 

slope is not perpendicular to the curb, wheelchair users either have to: 

1. Negotiate changing cross slopes and changing grades simultaneously since one 

side of the chair will be in the gutter while the other is still on the ramp; or 

2. Turn on the ramp in order to have both wheels move from the ramp to the 

gutter at the same time. When traveling down a curb ramp, the turn must be 

completed while on a significant grade and within a narrow space. 
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4.) RAMP PLACEMENT AND TYPE: One of the most difficult situations encountered when 

providing ADA compliance is where to place a ramp and what type of ramp to use. 

POSSIBLE GRADE 
BREAK LOCATION 

FLOWLINE 

NOT DESIRABLE 

Figure 8: Ramp Placement 

In the above drawing as a wheelchair proceeds straight down the ramp into the crosswalk with 

the ramps situated on a skew to the curb, wheelchair users must negotiate changing cross 

slopes and changing grades simultaneously. One of the wheelchair tires will be off the ground, 

which may result in a tipping situation. The scenario in Figure 8 is acceptable, however, ifthe 

designer can move the ramps away from each other and align them to be perpendicular to the 

curb, or if the designer builds a "grade break" perpendicular to the direction of travel located 

at the bottom of the detectable warning device the situation will be improved. Care should be 

taken when building a grade break at the bottom of a ramp, as this may cause a need to modify 

a gutter flow line and/or counter slopes of the gutter location to ensure that "pooling" doesn't 

occur at the bottom of the ramp in the "clear space." 

Aligning ramps with crosswalks is sometimes a problem. Ramps and crosswalks that are aligned 

to a point where the ramp is perpendicular to the curb may force vehicles to stop well before 

the intersection, decreasing sight distances, and this may encourage drivers to pull into the 

crosswalk area. This is especially true on corners with radii greater than twenty five to thirty 

feet. The designer may consider decreasing the curb radii; however, keep in mind that large 
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delivery trucks, and school busses may need this radii for turning movements. If radius is 

decreased the designer may consider increasing the sidewalk depth to prevent cracking and 

breaking from vehicles encroaching on the sidewalk. 

Following are several different types of curb ramps that may assist the designer when selecting 

placement of ramps. WYDOT Standard Plans also demonstrate a variety of ramp locations. As 

previously mentioned, ramps should be positioned perpendicular to the curb, if possible. 

Drainage should be considered when locating ramps. Avoid low spots (sumps) and inlet grates 

within the path of the ramp. 

a.) Perpendicular Curb Ramps: WYDOT's preference is to use paired perpendicular 

ramps (two ramps on each corner). Large diagonal ramps tend to mislead 

pedestrians who are visually impaired and are discouraged by ADA unless no 

other options exist. 

PERPENDICULAR CURB RAMP 
RECOMMENDED 

Figure 9 Perpendicular Curb Ramp 
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PERPENDICULAR CURB RAMP 
RECOMMENDED 

Figure 9 (Cont.): Perpendicular Curb Ramp 

b.) Curb extensions (Bulb Outs): Commonly installed on roadways where curb 

parking exists. In addition to providing additional space for curb ramps, curb 

extensions shorten the crossing distance for pedestrians, improves sight distance 

for both pedestrians and motorists, prevents motorists from parking in the 

crosswalk area, and signals pedestrians' intent to cross. In general, curb 

extensions should extend the width of the parking lane, approximately 6 feet to 

8 feet, from the curb face to allow for parallel parking. A wider curb extension is 

necessary for angled parking. Curb extensions may also make snow plowing 

more difficult, because the extensions are not always obvious following heavy 

snow storms. Generally, due to snow plowing operations, no bulb-outs are 

allowed on WYDOT traffic routes. It should be noted that bulb-outs in some 

cases may present a maintenance and safety issue. When plowing snow the 

parking area between bulb-outs is difficult at best to plow. Snow left in this 

parking area can create a slipping hazard for pedestrians. Also when the parking 

area is plowed the bulb-out is difficult to see and gets damaged by the plows. 
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NEW RAMP LOCATION 

PREVIOUS RAMP LOCATION 

c:::::::J NEW RAMP LOCATION 

c:::::::J 
c:::::::J 

CURB EXTENSION (BULB-OUT) 
RECOMMENDED 

PREV10US RAMP LOCATION 

NEW RAMP LOCATION -,," ..... "" - - -- ... 

PREVIOUS CURB LOCATION 

DO 

NEW RAMP LOCATION 

CURB EXTENSION (BULB -OUT) ONE SIDED 
RECOMMENDED 

Figure 10: Bulb Outs 
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c.) Parallel Curb Ramps: Usually chosen where right-of-way is extremely limited 

because the landings do not require additional right-of-way. This installation 

consists of two ramps, both parallel to the direction of travel and both 

containing a level landing at its top that leads down to one street level landing 

containing a detectable warning device. Due to the fact that the ramp is 

essentially at street level, ponding, poor drainage and debris build up may be 

issues. Parallel curb ramps are effective in areas of steep terrain because the 

ramps can easily be lengthened to reduce the grades. Parallel curb ramps are 

often seen at mid-block crossings. 

__ - LANOING 

• 
- .-:.::::.:: ....... . .. -.- .~.-- ~~ 

••• 

PARALLEL RAMP 

Figure 11: Parallel Curb Ramp 
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d.) Diagonal Curb Ramps (not advised): One perpendicular curb ramp serves two 

adjacent crosswalks. Diagonal curb ramps force pedestrians to proceed into the 

intersection before turning to the left or the right to cross the street. This 

situation increases the danger of being hit by a turning vehicle. When a single 

diagonal ramp is provided, wheelchair users will be forced to cross in a different 

location than other pedestrians that are able to negotiate a curb. Visually 

impaired pedestrians also have problems, as the crosswalk does not line up with 

the ramp. This scenario may be cheaper and may work better in some retrofit 

situations but is NOT recommended. If this scenario is used, it must have a 4 feet 

by 4 feet minimum clear space within the pedestrian crossing and wholly outside 

the parallel vehicle travel lanes. 

t 
Ii ~ ~n 
~~ I 
:;t~ I 
~.- I 

--~---------~---- -J-------!-r:--~ I I I 
I III ! I I II--
I 

PARALLEL VEHICLE 
TRAVU LANE 

DIAGONAL RAMP 
NOT RECOMMENDED 

Figure 12: Diagonal Ramps 
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e.) Built-up Curb Ramps: Usually seen in parking lots. Built-up curb ramps extend into 

the gutter and roadway and may create drainage problems. These ramps can be 

very problematic when plowing snow. If used they should only be used on low 

speed streets. Built-up curb ramps are not commonly installed along streets but are 

frequently seen in parking lots. When installed in a parking lot they should be 

installed in a designated area and not installed in the access isles between parking 

spaces. Built-up curb ramps should NOT be the first choice of curb ramp application. 

There are a number of maintenance, design and pedestrian safety problems with 

this type of ramp. 

BUILT-UP CURB 
RAMP WITH 
DRAINAGE INLETS 

BUlL T -UP CURB 
RAMP WITH 
DRAINAGE PIPE 

Figure 13: Built-up Curb Ramp 
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f.) Blended Transitions (Depressed Corners): A blended transition is allowed when 

conditions warrant, but is not preferred. Design and constructability is difficult to 

meet compliance requirements. Blended transitions may allow turning vehicles 

to encroach onto the sidewalk. Blended transitions may direct pedestrians, 

especially with visual impairments, into the street outside the marked crosswalk. 

Guide dogs may not be able to distinguish the street edge. 

,; 2."" .. .. 

0'" CURB 
HEIGHT 

5 8_3% • 
5")(5' 
MIN, 

BLENDED TRANSITION (DEPRESSED CORNER) RAMP 
NDT RECOMMENDED 

Figure 14: Blended Transition 

*The determination to use a blended transition versus two ramps is made by 

measuring the distance along the gutter flow line between the interior ramp 

legs/inside edges of the crosswalk. The separation between the two ramps 

should be a minimum 5.5 feet. at the curb in order to develop a compliant 1:10 

flare with a minimum 3 inch curb height between any pair of proposed ramps. 

Blended transitions may be considered when a dedicated landing cannot be 

provided or there is a barrier such as a building immediately at the back of the 

sidewalk. 

** Distances shown could be substantially longer if chasing a grade. 
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In retrofits, the design requires more concrete removal and replacement to 

chase grades and should be evaluated for potential drainage issues. The size of 

the depressed corner should be minimized for various reasons. Generally the 

larger the depressed area the more problems with drainage and unwanted 

ponding potentially exist. 

5.) CROSS SLOPES 

For street crossing, the longitudinal grade of the street now becomes the cross slope 

for the pedestrian crossing. PROWAG has maximum limits for the cross slope of 

pedestrian street crossings, which vary depending on the location of the crossing and 

the type of automobile traffic control at the crossing. These requirements limit the 

longitudinal grade of a street, or require a "tabled crosswalk" at the intersection. 

a.) Intersection Legs with Stop or Yield Signs: For pedestrian crossings across an 

intersection leg with full stop or yield control (stop sign or yield sign), the 

maximum cross slope is 2.0 percent (maximum 2.0 percent street grade through 

the crossing). 

b.) Intersection Legs without Stop or Yield Signs: For pedestrian crossings across an 

intersection leg where vehicles may proceed without slowing or stopping, the 

maximum cross slope ofthe pedestrian street crossing is 5.0 percent (maximum 

5.0 percent street grade through the crossing). 

c.) Running Slope: The running slope of the pedestrian street crossing is limited to a 

maximum of 5.0 percent (maximum street cross slope or superelevation of 5.0 

percent). 

d.) Midblock street crossings, the cross slope of the pedestrian crossing is allowed to 

equal the street grade. 
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* MATCH PEDESTRIAN STREET CROSSING 
CROSS SLOPE OR FLATIER. 

Figure 15: Street Intersection Example 

6.) CROSSWALKS 

Pedestrian crossings should meet the same ADA requirements as sidewalk corridors. A 

crosswalk is defined as "The portion of the roadway designated for pedestrians to use in 

crossing the street." A 2 percent or less crosswalk grade is ideal however; due to 

multiple overlays, the roadway cross-slope (crosswalk slope) of the street will 

sometimes increase past 2 percent. The two most problematic transition points occur 

between the street and between the gutter and the gutter and the curb ramp. The 

algebraic difference between the ramp leading into the crosswalk and the crosswalk 

itself should not exceed 13 percent. 11 percent is considered best practice. An algebraic 
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difference greater than 13 percent may cause damage to a wheel chair foot rest and 

may cause the wheel chair to tip forward or backward. If the algebraic difference 

exceeds 11 percent, the designer should consider providing a flat area 2 foot long at the 

bottom of the ramp prior to entering the crosswalk. This area may be flat, as shown in 

Figure 16 or may be on a slight slope to transition into the roadway cross slope. 

MAXIM" MGRADe ~ 8.33"4 

GUTTER 

1He ALGEBRAIC CIFFERfNCE 18.33%.«125%1 EXCEEDS lJ'j, 
THE ABOVE SITUATION IS NOT PERMmED 

"'AXIMI"M GRAD~ 8,33% 

GUTTER 

STREET 

STREET 

PR~DE 2" · LEVEL STRIP If l HE AlGEBRAIC DIFFERENCE EXCEEDS 13% OR ADJUST THE GRACES 

RETROFmlNG OPTION: PROVIDE 2'% UPSLOPE LANDING FOR 2"- IF THE AlGEBRAIC DIFFERENCE EXCEEDS 13%. 

Figure 16: Counter Slope 

Crosswalks, whether marked or unmarked, exist at all intersections where sidewalks are 

present. Crosswalks may also exist at mid block locations. Crosswalks at mid block 

locations should be marked, and will be discussed in more detail. Marked crosswalks are 

beneficial because they inform motorists and pedestrians that they are in, or are 

approaching, the pedestrian right-of-way. Crosswalks, wherever possible, should be 

lined up to form a natural extension of the sidewalk corridor. 

Prohibiting pedestrian crossings on un-signalized roadway intersections are strongly 

advised in situations with wide crossings (4 lanes or more), speeds 30 miles per hour or 

greater and with signalized opportunities at reasonable distances apart. Engineering 

judgement and common sense should playa role in this decision. If it is deemed 

necessary to provide a pedestrian crossing at one of these situations, a traffic signal or 

pedestrian hybrid beacon should be considered based on criteria in the Pedestrian and 

School Traffic Control Manual. 
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SKEWED INTERSECTION CROSSWALKS: Skewed intersection crosswalks create 

operational problems for motorists as well as pedestrians. Skewed intersections 

increase the time pedestrians are exposed to traffic and provide unclear orientation 

cues for pedestrians with visual impairments. Skewed intersections may reduce sight 

distances for both motorists and pedestrians while encouraging higher turning speeds 

for many motorists. 

If skewed intersections are unaVOidable, then crosswalk placement at the skewed 

intersection becomes especially important to reduce some of the pedestrian challenges. 

At skewed intersections, crosswalks may be located perpendicular to the roadway or in 

line with the skew of the intersection. Crosswalks can also be placed somewhere in 

between a completely perpendicular placement and a totally skewed placement, as 

shown in Figure 17. 

Crosswalks placed perpendicular to the roadway at skewed intersections create the 

shortest crossing distance for pedestrians and provide pedestrians with good visibility of 

approaching motorists. However, perpendicular crosswalks may be more difficult for 

pedestrians with visual impairments to locate. They also place pedestrians on one side 

of the road further from the intersection which creates an unexpected situation for 

motorists. 

Crosswalks placed in line with the skew at skewed intersections align with the approach 

sidewalk. This placement leads to the longest overall walking distance for pedestrians. 

Pedestrians therefore are exposed to motorists for a longer period of time. 

In many cases, the best placement for a crosswalk is somewhere between a completely 

perpendicular crosswalk and a completely skewed crosswalk. The proper crosswalk 

placement can be achieved by envisioning the natural path a pedestrian will take and 

analyzing the various turning movements to create optimal visibility, meet motorist and 

pedestrian expectations, and provide reasonable crossing distances. 
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BEST PLACEMENT FOR A CROSSWALK AT A SKEWED 
INTERSECTION IS OFTEN BETWEEN SKEWED AND PERPENDICLAR 

SKEWED STREET INTERSECTION 

Figure 17: Skewed Street Intersection 
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7.) MIDBLOCK CROSSINGS 

Although not as common and not as desirable as corner (intersection) crossings the 

same ramp slope and width criteria apply to these crossings. At mid block crossings, 

pedestrians with visual impairments do not have the sound of parallel traffic available to 

identify a midblock crossing opportunity. A traffic signal and an audible indicator that 

provides timing information may be considered. In certain situations curb extensions 

(bulb outs) can be beneficial in reducing crossing times and increasing visibility between 

pedestrians and motorists. Some midblock crosswalks may be raised above the road 

grade, to increase the pedestrians' Visibility and slow vehicles. Midblock crosswalks are 

more appropriate on streets with long blocks or streets with alleys that cross the 

roadway. Midblock crosswalks should be considered where large pedestrian volumes 

are expected to cross the roadway or where substantial pedestrian generators are 

located between intersections. For example, pedestrians may need a mid block 

crosswalk to access stores located across the street from a university. 

Curb extensions 
at midblock 
crossings help 
reduce crossmg 
distallce. 

Figure 18: Midblock Crossing 

At mid block crossings, the cross slope of the pedestrian street crossing is allowed to 

equal the street grade. 

Midblock crossings should not be located where the horizontal or vertical alignment of 

the roadway limits drivers' or pedestrians' sight distance. 

No parking is allowed within 100' of a midblock crossing unless it has a bump out. 
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8.) SIGHT DISTANCES: 

Sight distance is the distance a person can see without any obstructions blocking their 

view. Sight distance at intersections may be limited to motorists and pedestrians by 

several items; parked cars, signs, landscaping, utility poles, traffic devices, and several 

others. It is important for both motorists and pedestrians to have adequate sight 

distance. Wheelchair pedestrians and small children have even smaller sight distances, 

as they cannot see over items such as benches, landscaping, trash receptacles and 

traffic control boxes. Whether in the initial design phase or upgrading pedestrian 

crossings, consideration should be given to locating or relocating some of the items that 

may be limiting sight distance. 

Curb extensions (bulb-outs) are effective in improving sight distance, not only do they 

deter parking close to intersections, they also improve visibility for pedestrians, shorten 

crossing distances and provide a space for curb ramps and landings. Bulb-outs may not 

be practical everywhere but are excellent in downtown settings. Limiting parking near 

intersections is also a good way to improve sight distance. When checking sight 

distances the designer should refer to the WYDOT Pedestrian and School Traffic Control 

Manual. For distances that vehicles should park from crosswalks, refer to the WYDOT 

Pavement Marking Manual. 

II 
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Figure 19: Sight Distance 
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9.) DRIVEWAYS 

Where the pedestrian pathway crosses a driveway, the same width criteria apply as with 

standard sidewalk. The maximum cross-slope of 2 percent also applies regardless of the 

driveway material. 

Several acceptable driveway designs are: 

a.) For wide sidewalks, there may be enough room to provide a ramp for drivers and a 

level crossing for pedestrians. 

b.) Jog the sidewalk back from the street to provide a level (4 feet wide minimum) 

crossing for pedestrians. 

c.) For narrow sidewalks located directly behind the curb, lower driveway almost to 

street level and incorporate ramps in sidewalk on each side of the driveway to 

transition sidewalk close to street level. Although not as desirable as a.) and b.), this 

is acceptable. 

Driveway 
crossings without 
landings cOIt/ront 
wlleelcllair users 
witll severe and 
rapidly cllanging 
cross-slopes at 
tile driveway 
flare. 

Wilen sidewalks 
have a planter 
strip, the 
rampo/the 
driveway does 
not interfere with 
a pedestrian's 
patll 0/ travel. 

Figure 20: Driveway Crossings 
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On wide sidewalks 
tllere is enougll 
room to provide a 
ramp for drivers 
and retain a level 
landingfor 
pedestrians. 

Jogging tile 
siaewa1k hack from 
tile street provides 
a level landing for 
pedestrians on 
narrow sidewalks. 

Altl,ougl, parallel 
driveway crossings 
provide users witll 
level landings, 
users continuing 
Oil tlte sidewalk 
are forced to 
negotiate two ramps. 

- .... ~- ._- ---.::. 

Figure 20 (Cont.): Driveway Crossings 

In the last above example, the designer should pay special attention to drainage 

issues. Water may pond onto the sidewalk and freeze, causing a hazard. For this 

reason, it's not recommended to use this scenario on very flat terrain. The designer 

may consider a mountable (rollover) curb in this situation to raise the sidewalk 

enough to prevent water from flowing into the sidewalk path way and down the 

driveway. Keep in mind that driveway crossings are not meant as accesses for 

pedestrians or wheelchairs to enter the street. 
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10.) MEDIANS/TRAFFIC ISLANDS/FREE RIGHT TURN ISLANDS 

RAMPED MEDIAN 

CUT THROUGH MEDIAN 

Figure 21: Medians 

MEDIANS: Medians at intersections can greatly facilitate pedestrian crossings at 

signalized and non-signalized intersections. Medians provide a waiting area for 

pedestrians who are unable to completely cross the street during a single crossing 

phase. 
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When a median contains a street-level cut through, the street-level cut through should 

be at least 5 feet wide to allow for wheelchair passing. Maintain positive drainage away 

from the pedestrian crossing. If there are ramps in the median leading to a level landing, 

the ramp grade shall not exceed 8.3 percent. Level landings in the medians should be 5 

feet by 5 feet, or the width of the cut through by 5 feet. 

Street-level cut throughs and ramped median crossings should include detectable 

warning devices. The detectable warning devices should be separated by a minimum of 

2 feet. The detectable warning devices should be the width of the cut through or ramp, 

with the leading edge placed at the back of curb and should extend away from the 

gutter by 2 feet. Medians less than 6 feet across do not require detectable warning 

devices. 

If an adequately sized landing on the ramped cut throughs cannot be provided due to 

space limitations, the landing may be lowered to approximately half the height of the 

median curb to allow for shorter ramps. A street-level cut-through and a ramped 

median crossing require regular maintenance, such as sweeping and snow removal. 

Attention should be paid to drainage to prevent ponding water. 

Newly constructed medians should not be less than 6 feet wide from face of curb to face 

of curb. A minimum 6-foot wide median is required to separate the pedestrian waiting 

area from the face of the curb and to provide ample space for multiple pedestrians, 

wheelchair users or bicyclists. 

FREE RIGHT TURN ISLANDS: To minimize motorist-pedestrian conflicts at free right turn 

islands, pedestrian crosswalks should be at gO-degrees across right turn lanes. If a right 

turn island contains a street-level cut through, the street-level cut through should be at 

least 5 feet wide. If there are ramps leading to a level area, the ramps should be 5 feet 

wide and shall not exceed a grade of 8.3 percent. The level landing should be 5 feet 

wide by 5 feet long. Ramps and cut throughs should contain detectable warning devices 

at all locations that abut the roadway. The placement and criteria for detectable 

warning devices for curb ramps apply to right turn islands also. 
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• 
TRUNCATED DOMES 

NONDESIRABLE LOCATION FOR 
CROSSWALK. DRIVERS ARE LOOKING 
TO MERGE INTO TRAFFIC AT THIS 
LOCATION NOT FOR PEDESTRIANS 
CROSSING IN FRONT OF THEM. 

~--I-:r- TRUNCATED DOMES 

DESIRABLE LOCATION 
FOR CROSSWALK 

A PEDESTRIAN CUT·THROUGH AT A CORNER ISLAND REDUCES OVERALl 
CROSSING DISTANCES BUT SHOULD BE DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE MOTORIST 
PEDESTRIAN CONFLICTS. PLACE CROSSWALKS CLOSER TO ENTRANCE 
OF FREE·RIGHT TURN TO IMPROVE SIGHT FOR BOTH VEHICLES AND 
PEDESTRIANS. HOWEVER. ENOUGH SPACE BETWEEN CROSSWALK AND 
ENTRANCE SHOULD BE AVAILABLE TO ALLOW A VEHICLE TO STOP FOR A 
PEDESTRIAN WITHOUT BEING STRUCK BY VEHICLES ON THROUGH STREET. 

Figure 22: Free Right Turn Median 
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11.) ROUNDABOUTS 

Figure 23: Roundabouts 

While roundabouts have certain desirable characteristics for all users, including pedestrians in 

general, they can be problematic for some pedestrians. For example, because pedestrians can 

only cross roundabouts during gaps in traffic or upon motorists yielding to them (similar to 

crossing other unsignalized intersections) pedestrians may find it difficult to cross a roundabout 

with insufficient traffic gaps and vehicles that fail to yield. 

Islands (splitter islands) located on the legs entering and exiting roundabouts must be 

accessible, detectable and large enough to handle pedestrian traffic, including wheelchair 

users. Crosswalks to these islands should be offset a minimum of 20 feet (approximately one 

car length) from the yield line for each of the approach intersections. 
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Parking should always be prohibited near roundabout entrances and exits. If parking is provided 

next to a roundabout, it should be set back 75 feet or more from the yield line. 

Multi-lane roundabouts usually have slightly higher speeds than single-lane roundabouts, as 

well as longer crossing distances for pedestrians. As a result, these roundabouts often create 

more problems for pedestrians. Even the best roundabouts, however, pose a special problem 

for pedestrians who are blind or have a disability. Unlike at a traffic light, vehicles in 

roundabouts never come to a complete stop, and pedestrians must instead rely on timing gaps 

between traffic. This is tricky for those with visual impairments or those who are unable to 

cross quickly. 

Many DOT's have installed or are experimenting with a signal referred to as HAWK (High
intensity Activated CrossWalK). The HAWK signal is activated by a pedestrian push button. 
When activated, the overhead signal advances through five phases: 

1.) Flashing yellow to gain the attention of motorists. 

2.) Solid yellow to advise drivers to prepare to stop. 

3.) Solid red, which required drivers to stop before the crosswalk. During this phase, the 
pedestrian is shown a "Walk" indicator. 

4.) Alternating red signal during which the driver may proceed through the intersection 
after having come to a complete stop and the pedestrian has safely crossed. During this 
phase, the pedestrian is shown a flashing "Don't Walk" with a countdown time that 
indicates the time left to cross during this phase. 

5.) At the completion of stage 4, the signal turns off and traffic may again move freely. 

Figure 24: Crosswalk Signal (HAWK) 
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12.) BUS STOPS/WAITING AREAS 

Bus stop areas should be a minimum clear length of 8 feet deep (measured 

perpendicular to the curb or roadway edge) by 5 feet wide minimum (measured parallel 

to the roadway) 

If a shelter is provided, the free area within the shelter for wheelchairs should be 3 feet 

by 4 feet if constrained on three sides (otherwise, 2.5 feet by 4 feet minimum). These 

areas should all be connected to a pathway or sidewalk. 

5 ft min 
I" -I 

,,2% max ~Ji - .--------. . * I Bus I , 

Bft I I 

: " Beaming' Shelter 
min . ,, ~ d • -'---an' I 

:,E ,-- -- - - -. ~J 1a i:!; AI'IIhtlng :" * e1 SIde, ... 
~ f\ _ ~~i : Acce~!i~ ~out ••. ~r 

or 
~ 

~ 
~ 

en 
* Slope may be the .ame as the roadway 

Figure 25: Bus Stop 

13.) PEDESTRIAN ACCESSIBLE SIGNALS 

Pedestrian accessible signal locations will be determined by the WYDOT Traffic Program. 

The designer will be responsible for coordinating with the Traffic Program regarding the 

ramp crossing location in relation to the pole location, pedestrian accessible signals and 

signal buttons. Where pedestrian actuated signals are provided, they must be made 

accessible. 

Pedestrian push buttons: 1) Should be unobstructed and adjacent to a level all-weather 

surface; 2) Should provide an accessible wheelchair route from pushbutton to curb 

ramp; 3) Should be installed between the edge ofthe sidewalk line (extended) farthest 
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from the center of the intersection and the side of a curb ramp, but no greater than 5 

feet from said crosswalk line; 4) Should be mounted with the face of the pushbutton 

parallel to the crosswalk to be used; 5) Should be 10 feet maximum to the back-of-curb 

at the bottom of the ramp; 6) Should be within a 10 inches horizontal reach. 

Where two push buttons are provided on the same corner, push buttons should be 

separated by a minimum of 10 feet. 

14.) PEDESTRIAN ACCESS DURING CONSTRUCTIONI PEDESTRIAN DETOURS IN WORK 

ZONES 

Where an existing pedestrian route is disturbed by construction activities, all pedestrians, 

including those with disabilities, shall be provided with a reasonably safe, convenient and 

ADA compliant accessible alternative path. Advance notification of sidewalk closures 

should be provided. The pedestrian detour should provide a level of accessibility equal to 

the route being detoured from. 

Consideration should be made to separate pedestrians from both worksite activities, and 

vehicular traffic. Unless an acceptable route that does not involve crossing the roadway 

can be provided, pedestrians should be appropriately directed with advance signing that 

encourages them to cross to the opposite side of the roadway. In urban and suburban 

areas with high vehicular traffic volumes, these signs should be placed at intersections 

(rather than mid block locations) so that pedestrians are not confronted with midblock 

worksites that may encourage them to attempt skirting the worksite or making a mid block 

crossing. 

To accommodate the needs of pedestrians, including those with disabilities, the following 

considerations should be addressed when temporary alternate pedestrian access routes 

are designed or modified : 

A.) Provisions for continuity of accessible paths for pedestrians should be incorporated 

into the temporary traffic control plan. 

B.) Access to transit stops should be maintained. 

c.) A smooth, continuous hard surface should be provided throughout the entire length 

of the temporary pedestrian facility. There should be no curbs or abrupt changes in 

grade or terrain that could cause tripping or be a barrier to wheelchair use. 

D.) The width of the existing pedestrian facility should be provided for the temporary 

facility if practical. Traffic control devices and other construction materials and 

features should not intrude into the usable width ofthe Sidewalk, temporary pathway, 
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or other pedestrian facility. When it is not possible to maintain a minimum width of 5 

feet throughout the entire length of the pedestrian pathway, a 5 foot x 5 foot passing 

space should be provided at least every 200 feet to allow individuals in wheelchairs to 

pass. 

E.) Construction sites should include temporary ramps with no lips or gaps in transition 

areas. 

F.) The construction area should be blocked off with a cane detectable barrier or solid 

fencing a minimum of 36 inches in height. Plastic construction tape is not detectable 

by the visually impaired. 

G.) Continued inspection and maintenance of the temporary access route should be part 

of the construction contract. 

H.) A paragraph in the "Construction Requirements" special proviSion requiring the 

contractor to provide an alternative ADA acceptable pedestrian route anytime the 

existing sidewalk is interrupted may be a good practice. A pedestrian access route 

detour plan submitted by the contractor and approved by the Resident Engineer may 

also be a benefit. 

15.) RETROFITS: 

The primary purpose of most WVDOT Preservation projects on urban streets is to replace a 

badly deteriorated roadway surface by methods such as milling and overlaying the existing 

plant mix pavement, by full depth reclamation or cold in-place recycling of the existing plant 

mix pavement and base material, etc. 

On WVDOT Preservation projects that fall into the ADA alteration category, ADA-compliant 

facilities should be constructed on the corners of all intersections to make the street and side 

streets fully accessible to disabled individuals. 

However, WVDOT considers making major ADA-related improvements to the street and side 

streets beyond the intersection corner areas to be beyond the scope of work for an urban 

Preservation project. All concerned parties involved in the decision making process (from 

District, from Highway Development, etc.) are professionally responsible for the decision to not 

make the entire intersection area accessible for disabled individuals. 

A new Sidewalk, even when constructed as an alteration, must be designed to conform to 

accessibility standards to the maximum extent feasible. If reasonable care can be 

demonstrated, then accessible design carries no more risks for public agencies than the design 

of other roadway features. Careful documentation of improvements and retrofits may go a long 

way in discussions with users or, if necessary, in court. 
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All proposed retrofit layouts should be field verified prior to construction for potential conflicts 

with existing obstacles such as grates, electrical pull boxes, power poles, etc. 

CURB RAMP GRADE EXCEPTION: Usually for retrofit situations. When "chasing a grade," the 

ramp length need not exceed 15 feet; however, slope must be uniform. Using the maximum 15 

feet does not necessarily determine the maximum extent feasible, and if a compliant running 

slope can be achieved by a distance slightly greater than 15 feet, this should be considered. 

Engineering judgement would be the key in this situation. Generally speaking, the 

recommendation would be to round up to the next sidewalk joint when determining removal 

limits to ensure the desired running slope can be achieved in construction. 

CURB 

STREET/GUTTER 

LEAST GRADE POSSIBLE IS PREFERRED 

THE RECOMMENDED GRADE OF 7.1 % (1 ;14) IS TO 
ALLOW FOR CONSTRUCTION TOLERANCES 

MAXIMUM GRADE IS B.3% 

EXCEPTION; WHEN "CHASING GRADE" RAMP LENGTH 
NEED NOT EXCEED 15", BUT GRADE MUST BE UNIFORM 

MAX 15' j 

PLACE DETECTABlE WARNING DEVICE 
TO LINE UP WITH BACK OF CURB 

Figure 26: Curb Ramp Grade Retrofit 
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CURB RAMP SlOPE ~V'" 
825% (TARGET! 
8.3% (MAXIMUM, 

• CROSS SlOPE OR RUNNCNG 
SLOPe TRANsmON SEGMENT 

CW><ElI'r
CES 

.... 
YI 

CURS RAMP REQUIREMENTS 
t . MAXIMUM CURB RAMP SLOPE 
OF 8.3% OR 
2. MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 15": OR 
TO THE NEAREST JOINT AT ""Y 
CONSTANT SlOPE 

Figure 27: Retrofit Example 

RAMPING A SIDEWALK DOWN 
TO,.,. INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
LANDING MAY BE AN 0PT10N 
WHEN RETROFrmNG TO 
EXlSTING SIDEWAlKS. 

When correcting cross slopes, there are several options a designer may want to consider: 

1.) Several common problems may be seen in Figure 28 "A" and "B". Solutions are shown in 

the following examples. 

2.) Can the existing sidewalk be divided lengthways into conforming and nonconforming 

widths. The nonconforming widths may be used to transition down to curb, as shown in 

Figure 28 "C". 

3.) If furniture and frontage zones exist their slopes may be steepened to help flatten the 

sidewalk slope, as shown in Figure 28 "C". 

4.) The entire sidewalk may be raised along the curb with steps at the curb if there is 

parking. Curbs higher than 6 inches can cause parking issues (car doors can't be 

opened), as shown in Figure 28 "0". 

5.) A combination ofthe above scenarios may be the best solution. 
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Stairs bridgillg 
low street 
elevatioll alld 
Idglr fillislred-jloor 
elevatioll prevellt 
wlteelcltair 
access illto 
tlte blli/dillg. 

Steep cross-slopes 
hridgillg low street 
elevatioll alld 
Itiglt fillislred-jloor 
elevatioll make 
tire sidewalk 
difjicllit for 
wlteelclrair 
IISers to travel 
across. 

"A" 

"B" 

Figure 28: Retrofit Sidewalk to Building Entrance 
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A level area at 
least 1.2192 m 
(48 ill mill.) wide 
improves access 
wllell there is 
a low street 
elevatioll alld 
high /illislled. 
floor elevatioll. 

"C" 

A higher curb 
provides a level 
pathway but 
might ill crease 
the slope of 
curb ramps if 
the sidewalk 

"D" 

is lIarrow. 

Figure 28 (Cont.): Retrofit Sidewalk to Building Entrance 

When retrofitting narrow sidewalks with accessible curb ramps, designers may want to consider 

several options: 

1. Add curb extensions (bulb outs) to allow more room to add compliant ramps and reduce 

street crossing distance, as shown in Figure 10. 

2. Widen the sidewalk to allow for ramp landings by securing additional right of way from 

adjacent property owners or by narrowing driving lanes and adding width to sidewalk. 

3. Install parallel curb ramps. These can allow for longer ramps if required, as shown in 

Figure 33. 
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4. High curb situations install a combined parallel and perpendicular curb ramp. The 

parallel ramp may lower the sidewalk and curb to a point where the perpendicular ramp 

length may be significantly reduced, as shown in Figure 29. 

5. Manipulate the curb height for a short distance on either side of the ramp. This may 

reduce the required ramp length to allow a full size landing. It should be noted that the 

curb height should not be reduced more than 3 inches as the gutter may over flow onto 

the sidewalk during heavy rains. Four inch high curb would be more desirable. Drainage 

should be closely examined with possible inlets added at strategic locations, as shown In 

Figure 34. 

LOWERING SIDEWALK PRIOR TO CORNER 
MAY ALLOW RAMPS TO BE SHORTER. 

Figure 29: Lowering sidewalk in advance of ramp. 

NARROW SIDEWALKS MAY NEED TO PURCHASE 
RIGHT OF WAY OR SECURE A PERMANENT EASEMENT 
TO ACCOMMODATE NECESSARY RAMP LANDINGS. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 30: Secure additional property. 
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, '---: iI 
BEFORE 

AFTER 

REOUCE CURB RADIUS TO ALLOW SPACE 
FOR TWO PERPENDICULAR CURB RAMPS 

Figure 31: Modify curb radius. 
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IF NOT ENOUGH OISTANCE BETWEEN 
RAMPS IS AVAILABLE TO RETURN TO 
A SIX INCH HIGH CURB THREE INCH 
CURB AT A MINIMUM /lAY BE USED. 

Figure 32: Lower curb between ramps. 

When two parallel or flared curb ramps are situated close together at an intersection you may 

not need to return the curb height between them to a full 6 inches. You may go to a 3 inch curb 

minimum (4 inches desirable) but beware of drainage problems. This works best on areas that 

are not too flat. 

PARALLEL RAMPS MAY BE AN OPTION WITH NARROW 
SIDEWALKS WHEN THE PURCHASE OF RIGHT OF WAY 
IS IMPOSSIBLE . 

Figure 33: Parallel ramp option. 
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CURB HEIGHT MAY BE SLIGHTLY 
REDUCED PRIOR TO RAMP FLARES 
TO ALLOW FOR A SHORTER RAMP 
LENGTH. SHORTER RAMPS WILL 
GIVE MORE SPACE FOR A LEVEL 
LANDING. THREE INCH HIGH CURB 
IS THE MINIMUM (FOUR INCHES 
IS DESIRABLE) . 

Figure 34: Reduced curb height. 

IF CURB RETURNS RATHER THAN FLARES ARE USED - - --/ 
THE AREA DESIGNATED HERE SHOULD NOT BE HARD 
SURFACED. USE GRASS, WOOD CHIPS, ROCKS, 
SMALL SHRUBS (1.5' MAX HEIGHT). ale. IF HARD 
SURFACING (CONCRETE or ASPHALT) IS USED, A 
"SIGNIFICANT" DIFFERENCE IN SMOOTHNESS BETWEEN 
THE ADJACENT SIDEWALK AND THIS AREA MUST BE 
EVIDENT AS VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEDESTRIANS MAY 
MISTAKE THIS FOR A PATHWAY AND ACCIDENTILLY STEP 
OFF THE CURB. 

Figure 35: Curb Returns 
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Little has been mentioned regarding crosswalks when retrofitting wheelchair ramps to existing 

situations. The designer should be cognizant ofthe condition ofthe asphalt located between 

wheelchair ramps, as shown in Figure 36. Badly deteriorated, rutted or warped asphalt should 

be replaced, as wheelchairs will have a difficult time negotiating the crosswalk. Double gutter 

may be extended back to the outside edge of the crosswalk or asphalt may be replaced to the 

same location. 

CONCRETE 

~~~------~~~~ ~ :::: FlOWUNE ----- - - -= 

Figure 36: Crosswalk Repair 

16.) MAINTENANCE 

Sidewalks are prone to damage caused by environmental conditions. Maintaining sidewalk 

elements in good condition is an essential part of providing access to public rights-of-way. 

Sidewalks in poor repair can limit access and threaten the health and safety of pedestrians. If 

sidewalks are in poor condition or nonexistent, pedestrians are forced to travel in the street. 

The designer should consider maintenance issues that could occur due to the design and strive 

to design as maintenance free installations as feasible. 

17.) RIGHT-Of-WAY 

Presently, policy regarding the purchase of right-of-way to accommodate ADA facilities, 

sidewalk and driveways is not available. A general guideline the designer may practice follows: 

ADA facilities and sidewalk proposed to be constructed outside the existing right-of-way should 

be purchased with new right-of-way. ADA facilities are usually located at street corners that will 

not be relocated. ADA facilities and sidewalk will generally be maintained by the city or WYDOT. 

Driveways are more inclined to be relocated due to business remodels or new business 

development. If right-of-way is purchased versus a construction permit, If at a future date a 

remodel occurs there may be jogs in the right-of-way for no apparent reason. Construction 

permits are In most cases considered acceptable for driveways. 
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EXAMPLES 
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PAIRED PERPENDICULAR RAMP WITH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 5' 

!/fIIll: 
1. DETECrAIILE WARNING SUltFACE SHALL 

at UlfD IIER '"'DOT sr~ ,.LANS. 
2. SIDfWtJ( mDrll SlfALL 8E ". 11111. F"" 

, . C&N, 

-H • CIIIY HEIGHT 

/- ''''''EC;''''LE I'NtNINO DEVlCn (nil' 

1_-""" euU$ AIlE 8' HI011, '''EItFOIfE, '".,2:' • n " Oft " 

, ,-,,.,. OF CUR. 

CUlt. rANGE , 
POINT 

OF CUR' 

HEIGHT tuM f TYII, 

,.. 

25' MO. RECOMIENDfD. HUCIC' 

THIS II THE MWB!ftJ ctN rwp ct!If£'MM'HMf !lfE! WIlli u: • «. 
APPLICATIONS FOR THIS DETAIL IIICLUDI UUA/II MID suallR&U' lllT'''SECTIONS "ITH SHARP CtRIII 
"ETIMMS ANtI nDE SIDflMLll'S THAT ALLOW A ,.AIR Of I'ERPENDICULAII RAWS TO IE SUILT 
ACaMDING 10 "'DOT STMllARD5 ."ILI. IlAIIifAINING III11111U11 SIDPIUK eLEAlfANUS AIID 
LAMJlNO AREAS. PSlS'ltlAilS USING TNI. IWIP IrlLL EIITER 'HE IfGIDIIt,f IIU"EIIIIICULAR ro 
THE CCIt. AJIIJ "'UEFOIfE TH'S DETAIL IS OPllML FOIl LOCArlOli'S WI'"E THE CItOSSlMLK 
1$ PLACE" AT A IUGIIT AllGLE TO TttAFFIC. rIfE UJCATlCM' OF rilE fWP, AS 5Itf1Ift 111 '"'5 DETAIL, 
lS sun ON DUELOI'I/llfl FLMES FItDII Til( TMGEJIT 1'01.1. USE OF nils lIETAZL IS APPffOItffIATE 
AT ",. SIGULUU IIlTERSECrJOIIS, SIKE rJf£ HTaICK OF rIlE /fA» FffOII nfE CROSSIMJ 
JeWllU,f ALLGn A SrDP MIt., IIISTALLEII Mu,,,,,Lr "OSE 70 'ME JlITlIfUcnOlf. TIfE1tO'f 
EM/WICJ_ II,," DlsrAICE FOif STOHf" ltaU",C. 
FLAIIE SLOHS Alff SMMf AS' ftl:1 *lr_ rnrll '2:' PllEFEIIItE".lM1S ALL., rrOif COItSlltUClltJII 
ltu.E1WICES AIItI SIfOIr AIIIJ rc .. COND111tJllS. 
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PAIRED PERPENDICULAR RAMP WITH MINIMAL SEPARATION ON LONG RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 35' 

/I!1lfJ; 
1. DEfEtTMLE IWUlIIIO $UlfFACE SHALL 

BE UUII PElt IrrltOT STMDMO PtAIIS. 
DETECTAllLE WARII11IG DEVICES ,u,r BE A 
PROIfLEJI DUE TO THE '''IANGLE. 

2. SI"EaU' rIDTH SIUIU IE 11' MIll. FOR 
6" CUffB. 

~"D.,"<r"LE WAIIJIIIIG "EVICES (TfP, 
Po .. nJ. "." SI1JIJ8J 

~OOUtl. LocdJOIt 

"-
'\ 

." .. " SID£1MLK 

'" CUB 
OF CUI". 

HEIGHT (WI. (Tf", 

IlfTElfSECr THE MCIf OF TIIf CUfIB MIl IS USEFUL III AMAS IIHlRE T"f,E NfE COIfSTRAllt1S 
SUCH AS UTILI" POt.ES, SIlINS, Fllff IIYtIIWfrS ETC. FORCI! ,HE JWII'S CLOSE TOGETIfEII. 
CONSlIlEltATIGM $HVUUI lIE GIVE. 10 THE ADOlTIOllW. I.EllGTH OF 'lfE CIOSSZMl 11£$11111110 
'ROIl 'lfE SlT&I.c:I(S FItOII TRAFFIC LAMES III SIGNALIUD Al'PLlCATlDIt!. PLACE THE DETECTABLE 
Il'MNING "nICE TO .'''flltH THE TRIANOU CNI USE SPECIAL SHAPED DEVICES. 
FLARE SLOPES ME $I/OfIft AS 10:1 1lAXillfllllf'lTH 12:1 MEFERIIED.THIS ALUMS 1M CONSTRUCTION 
TOLERANCES AJIO $NOW AND ICY CONDITIONS. 
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PAIRED PERPENDICULAR RAMP wrTH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON LONG RADIUS 
CURB RAOIUS = 35' 

___ -.m,c,..LE It'MNIMiI DEVICES err,,} 

It!Um 
1. DETECTMLE 1fAIf"'1tG SURFACE SHALL 

.E USED PEII ITDOT STAJIIMItD PLAIII . 
Z. SIDEJIUJl' rlDTH SHALL IE n' lilli, FOIl , . cr.. 

-H • CUIlB HEleNT 

...... , 
'IDElMLK 

OF CUllS 

OF <fIII8 

FULL HEIGHT CUM enp} 

ON IlElr J. IT ALLOft FlIIt PUESTRIM! TO ENTEII All ',"'''SECTION MID 
~.~~, AT A R'GHT ANOLE. ~THOCIGH THE U. DOES ItOT INfEItSECr 1M MCJC OF THE CURl 
AT A IIIMr ANGLE. IT 1$ 1""AIIr TO 1I01E THAT 'IIE nlMSlTlDIIfS , .. FULL CUD ~lflIfT TO 
DEPIl£SSED cctM oea.w ""III. nfE ""'In. THIS IlETAJL SIKWt.D lIE II$U1 ... IllnRSECTlOfi 
OECMlEU .. -.us IT IMID£Sl&AlLf TO IIA~E HIJESTlflAltS flfTE. A ~ 011 A SUW. 
FLAIIE SLOI'ES ME SIftMII AS 10:1 MUI_ filTH 12:1 ""E'EMS.THlS ALtOlS FOR ctHtST1fUCTION 
TDLElWlCfS AIIP ,,,. MID Ie .. CONDITIONS. 
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PAIRED PERPENDICULAR RAMP WITH MINIMAL SEPARATION ON SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 5' 

l/fU.ru 
f . DETECTAlfLE FlARNIMC SURFACE SlW.L 

lIE IIUQ Pl" WI10T SJAIHWID ,.LAIIS. 
2 . SIDlW.UJ( mDTH SNAU. BE 11 ' 11111. '0#1 

. - CUU. 

-H • CUM HEIGHT 

..... , 
SIDEIIW{ 

,~-._ OF CURB 

OF CURB 

HEIGHT CURl (fY,., 

, IlAXIIIIM rnTH 'Z:1 ,.ltEFERRED.1HIS ALUIII' ,,011 CONSTRUCTION 
TOLfllMCfS AND $NOW AND Ier CONDITIONS. 
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PAIRED PARALLEL RAMP WITH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON RADIUS = 20' 

>5 ' 

A CUD $HAt&. IE INSTALLED OM aACK 
OF SlD8ML« IF GllADINO "EOUIIiIS. 
'£0. turTON! ur BE INSTALLED 

UfLUjAUCW$ EM WI RETAn 'etC"" U!'MJf llfUDft'WMS lUff 29' MPll CIMI lIflU"'" 
NIl MI!ftQ!f SIPEP'" PUESTRIAIIS US'III THE IWIP IrlU fJfTUI THE aGoUIIICr 
nN'ElIOrCULM TO Til. etMI 'lfDtEFOItE THIS DETAlL IS OPTliIU FOIf LOCATIOWS INlRE 
THE ~ IS PLAUlI AT A "IOIIT AIIOl.E 10 TRAFFIC. TIlE LOCATIO. tw THE IWIP, 
M ~ III ",,. HT,ut, IS M$U Oft DE'llLfWllIO FLAIIH nH»I "'. OfnET _",. au. 
nE OF fillS HTAlL It Alm1 """."UTE AT SlMALflfD IltTfllSECrlOllS, SIMa THE 
SETMCK OF rIfE ~ ,,,,,,, THE CIfOS!I. RGUIIotr IlEQUI"" nu, TIlE !fOIl .". at 
IItSTALLElI FAllrwR Mat TIWI' IS DfSlItMLE FtM SAFE GrfUTlCM' AS A $1OP .ctWTMJLW 
',"(RSECTIOII. 

/-I'El'£C:''''''' 1Mft1A'G' "(fleES tTY" 

,,_ ••••• ", CUll' 

'" C .... 

HUGHT CUltS (it,. J 
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PAIRED PARALLEL RAMP wrTH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON RADIUS = 15' 

OFe ... 
OFe .... 

'MU • 

A CUlt. $HALL II: lNSTALLE~ ON ~CK 
OF SlDf1lWt' " GIIAOING REQUIRES. 
PE" ,unOils ... , 1£ INSTALLED 
onTHIN CURl. 

.ye&rgwWl fp« TN" qU"" 'MiLupE UR"M '!TwGTlCWS 17TH '" MDll qen I!fVI«e!J 
AlII M"'" ,uM."O PfDESmlMS UIlIIG rHE UJIIj W1LL EJlTEII TilE ItCMDIIIT 
PEAPE.,CULAII TO THE t:IIU TlffREFORE THIS Df'TAlL 15 CIP'I.uL. FOIf LOCATICWS 'lHfItE 
TIlE c:ROSJDL( IS PLAta AT A ItlGIIT AllGLE TO Tlf»nc. TIlE UJCATICW OF THE UMft, 
AS 5IHMt III rHIS DUAlL. IS aulD OIl DE'tfLOIlZIIII FLAItES f'" JS ' OFnE7 1l1I1,. RIM. 
UU OF TillS DETAIL IS MJl'r APJIffOIIIIUJ£ AT SIOlW.lln 'lfTPUCTltwS, SIIICE THE 
RTMQ{ OF TIlE UIII' ,,,,. riff CItO$UMI ..... , IIlOUlltlS rur Tiff STOI' MIl' • 
lQTAlLED FAltrllER MCIC 'lflii IS DfSlllULE FOIf SAFE Of'EIlATIOlt AS A STOP· CDIITIIOLLU 
'ltTERSECTlOll. 
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PAIRED PARALLEL RAMP WITH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 6' 

""'" I. Hrrcr.uu __ ,. """'ACt' SHALL 
., ClStil ~VI ..",." SfMlWllt ~LAIIJ. 

Z ... CUM SlW.l ., l",rALLfD l1li 11K 
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'''.,2 .. CEIIElLUU It .' 
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'" oIoUI'C1S JJ .. fl' flUS .. 'r _ . 

,",',mM' fl!! lfU pmll U!IjL/'w.." WClIIfliWI!!! nTH I8W gat IlD!MI 
.. ,'In """"9 I'fllf'nllAllS IISI. rll' ... It'll! mill nI' ~r 
I'£AI'OIttRItM rD JJIII( a. rlfOEfMf "',. .,.11. II OIIOrr_ '011 Ulan .. IJIUf 
JW ~ III'tAUJ1 .If A .,., AIIIIU ro TJAFflt. rw lllC.ll1M • JW ,..... 
AI __ 111 rlln Jrf1'AlL, It loUD l1li AnlI.Ol"I. 'UMS ,.. r. rlJlllEJlt ".,,,,, 
tISE til ffl'1S IlETAIl It JClSr ~tArf At lI_tlW lA'tUSlerron, "Me1 riff 
SEJ'MCW • '"' IIAIIf' ",. 1M CIIOSII • .,....., .EQUIIIES , ... , rIlE .,. aM ., 
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PAIRED PARALLEL RAMP WITH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON LONG RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 35' 

... 

IIILUJ 
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PAIRED PARALLEL RAMP WITH MINIMAL SEPARATION ON SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 5' 

/!!lUll 
, . "'rur .... _lIfO ..,AU &ouU 

at Il1O "If ImJCn" n ..... l'l.AIIf. 
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DIAGONAL PARALLEL RAMP SHORT RADIUS CURB 
CURB RADIUS = 5' 
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THIS IS NOT A DESIRABLE INSTALLATION 
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DIAGONAL PARALLEL RAMP SHORT RADIUS CURB 
CURB RADIUS : 10' 
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THIS IS NOT A DESIRABLE INSTALLATION 
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DIAGONAL PARALLEL RAMP SHORT RADIUS CURB 
CURB RADIUS = 15' 
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AIIII AAIOIMJII8 II".. .... U It CQIISfItC£flD fJI- I ' ~,. .ZIfIU Mlf'CIIIOIUn 
~ raucn .. , fMQ( tlrfll "K COMO. IT Mi' _ AWiSBI • • 1ANWrS I' Wl'N M 
""0. 

THIS IS NOT A DESIRABLE INSTALLATION 
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PAIRED COMBINATION WITH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON A SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS: 8' 

FAC< OF 
Me.< OF 

NQIUIA,L SIDElrAut' 

ItI!W.1 
1. DETECrAaLE WNlNlNO SURFACE SHALL 

If USED PER Irr'IJOT $rANOARD PLANS. 
2. A CIHUJ SHALL IE INSTALLED 011 THE 

&Ie« OF SIDEllWI' REWI"ED BY 
ADJACEIIT GlW)rn COIIOITlONS. 

eo H • CIMB IIEIOlfT 
• • IIIIFFER nDTH ,ua OF CURB 

TO FIIOIIT OF SIDPMU} 
r • TItANSlTIOll LENGTH (LENGTH OF 

IWIP FROII SIDlIMU TO LANDINO) 
T • (12.1I) •• 
ALL MEASUREMENTS III lNalfS 

v-'"'''"''''' 1MIIN11lO DEVICES tTl',,} 

HEIGHT CUIIB I HI'} 
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PAIRED COMBINATION RAMP WITH OPTIMAL SEPARATION ON LONG RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 35' 

25' IIU. ItEco.£lUJED 

rmm 
,. DETECTAlJLE rwtNING SUIIFACE SHALL 

IE USED 'Elf "".001 STAIIDAIID PLANS. 
Z. A CUll. SHALL SE IItSTAtLlD ON THE 

ItACK ", SlbfWAlJC' REOUIRED ., 
ADJACEIIT MADlltO CONDITIOllS • 

•• H • ctIR8 HEIGHT 
• • IMWFU WDrN (Mel' tw CVfI8 

TO F1fOIf1 OF SIOfDU} 
T • TIlAll$1rlOlt LEnni (LfIlGTH OF 

RAMP FIIDII SlDfUUl' TO UJttIIIlOJ 
T • IfZItH) • • 
ALL IlfASUIIlMlIIT~ '" IItCHES 

FULL HEIGHT ClIO tTr,,} 

THE 
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PAIRED COMBINATION RAMP WITH MINIMAL SEPARATION ON SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 5' 

CUM eM' Q1g AIIII GUTTEIt 
AS CA(tID lOll III PLAItS . 
..... euu "EIGHT ,,', 11111. l " 
AS' THEItE ,...., IIOT II fltOUGlf 
DISTAlltE TO TIIMSlTION Me« 
TOA.· c""a. 

IIlIIUI 
t . DIE'n.CTMLE WAItHINO aUUACE 8HALL 

ae useD ,ea WYDOT STMDAIUI PLAN •• 
2. A CUU tHAU..e tNnALUD ON THIE 

BACK 0,. IIDDWAUt HQU"tED ay 
AOJACUfT ouotNG COHDfTlONa. 

". ". C:UM HISO", 
•• BUFfa MDTH (IIACK Of CUIUI 

TO ,,,ONT 0' SIDewALK) 
T _11tANSmON LENGTH IU!NCITH Of 

RAM' '''all .IDEWALK TO LANDINO) 
T. ,'ZaH) .• 
AU. JleMUUMEMTa IN INCHU 

..---""""""£ IIUfIlllO DEVICES ,""J 

SECTION A-A 
not to scale 

HEIGHT CURtI (UP' 

GlUM TO .M4 TCH TOP 
tW CVItI ELEVATlOll 
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COMBINATION DIAGONAL RAMP ON SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 5' 

IIIIIHI 
f. HTECTAllLE ..,., .. !iUlfFM:E $lW.1. 

116 !ISO PDf .,.DOT S,......." HAIlS. 
2. A CaMI SMALL 8E IIfSTALLto 011 THE 

8AQ( OF SlDf1lUA' REOfIIIWJ " 
NJ.JI&(JfT ClLUIMl COIIDITIGltS. 

•• H • anti HEIGHT 
•• ",.ttER fRDTH (lACK OF CIhUI 

TO t'ffOIIT OF SIDEWALK, 
T • TIWfIlTION LENGTH (LEWrH Of' 

.., FIIfJM SIDfllUA' TO LANDINO, 
r • 1J2ICHI •• 
ALL WASUIIDrEoVTS ,It lllCllfS 

~-D"TEC'TA'ILE IIIRNINO "'VICE 

FAU 01' 

ctIU GfI CURl AJ/O GUTTER 
AS CALLlD FIJIt I. PtA/IIJ 

DEPRESSED tIMe AIID 
fWTTEII '011 SIPiWALK 
MIPS. III "'1101 SrANDAIID PLANS. 

SECTION A-A 
not to scale 

UISTllfG 

"'WIS 

'IMLL 
A IIZIIZIM1 .' LAMlINO MEA lit THE *WJIMr. THf CUD AIID AAJOINllII SIQIWUK 
SlW.L I( COItSTIWC1ED OF ,e CONCRETE "lICE AllDWQIlLfJ .yp TftUEj&I My ruCK pm 
lIfE CQIINQ. IT My H _"Ep lJII SlpC!it1Q I' !lltE eM MUm 

THIS IS NOT A DESIRABLE INSTALLATION 
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SINGLE PARALLEL RAMP ON SHORT RADIUS 
CURB RADIUS = 5' 

ItIIlm 
f . DETECT ... LE rIAIlN11IC 5UffFACE SHALL 

8E USED PE" IWDOT STANfWfD PLANS • 

.,--',fUr. DEPItESSED CIM8 
ThJ. JonUon "-p.II". 011 Jf th. Iflltt.r 
J. p.,.t or th. tr .... J Jail. 

fl· r 

........ 
SIDEWAut 

'--Dm'." .... 1rAltA'11fO DEVICE 

"ETURN ..... 

ApeUU"PItS fQB THIS qUA" lIIC"4!E '.'M .wp S'1fCIfIMN lNTUSKrnp«S 11TH swe 'YM 
ItflURtU .yrq Sl9flI4'U Of Nf DllIECUOoY. PUfSTltlAIIS IrlLL ENTl" THE IIlTERSECTlON AT A .,0IfT 
ANGLE. IT MAY lIE »PLIED 011 SIPEI'ALU 5' "'DE CIA' GllEATEII. 

FACE OF CUIUJ 
MU ", CUI'll 
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